DrQuickLook SD for everyday use

By Dr. Bob Clark, Founder, DrQuickLook

As a practicing dentist of more than 34 years, I want to buy products that have an impact on my practice. As inventor of DrQuickLook™ products, I am asked about how these intraoral cameras are used in my practice. I recently transitioned to our latest and greatest units — DrQuickLook SD Basic and SD Plus. I thought I would try to relate my office usage to some issues that come up all too often in the practice. See if any of these ring a bell!

“My cap fell out.” How many times have you heard that refrain? And how many times was it truly a cap having fallen out? More likely it fractured at the gumline and the understructure you spent so much time fabricating is now level with the gumline. You can either tell the patient the circumstances and recommend extraction or try to perform some heroics to salvage the crown and the tooth for an unknown period of time. Either way, the patient is going to think that there was a whole lot of tooth there and you just wanted to charge them an extraordinary amount for what you did. So what’s the answer? Easy — DrQuickLook SD Basic or our SD Plus model. When that case walks into my office, the patient visit will begin with a clear look at the inside of the crown then a look at the remaining tooth structure. I don’t mean one look — I mean several views to show everything and leave no stone unturned. Images of the internal crown and the tooth structure are saved for future review. Even if you show the patient everything — and I mean everything — you know in your heart that they will come back with the thought that the tooth really wasn’t that bad. I love the Quick Draw feature on the SD Plus model here because it allows me to highlight the really critical parts of any image. Yes, I save them too. So here’s to sleeping better at night and making sure your patients see what you see! I’ll make a confession here. I don’t take the images or do the transfer personally. DrQuickLook SD products are so easy to use, my staff does all the work.

Taking before and after images of a restorative procedure is a great idea. But one thing has been left out, and it’s the most important one: It’s the “middle image.” Once an old amalgam restoration has been removed, we often (meaning always) see recurrent decay and lots of fracture lines. The patient, however, thinks that once the filling is out, the tooth is pristine again — just like new. How far from the truth is that!

I always have the assistant take an image before I enter the operatory. When the filling is out I grab my DrQuickLook SD Plus and within 10 seconds have a couple of images of the grisly remains. I then restore the tooth with a beautiful new restoration. Before I leave the room I like to personally show the patient the “middle image(s)” and highlight the problem areas — fractures, thin remaining enamel or maybe an exposure — with our Quick Draw feature. Drawing on the images is powerful and will focus the patient. I then recommend further treatment (usually a crown) if needed or comment on potential issues (usually a root canal).

Once I exit the operatory, the assistant shows the patient the final restoration and compares it to the original. Transparency. Clarity. The patient knows everything I do. They know what they are paying for. All the images — including the ones I drew on — are saved for a time when the patient has curiously forgotten how bad things looked.

DrQuickLook SD models are the easiest way to prevent any misunderstandings and make your day a whole lot easier. Every day.

These are just a couple examples of how DrQuickLook SD Basic and SD Plus can improve your practice.